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Now I know my ABCs

Next time won’t you sign with me?

A B C D E F G 

H I J K L M N O P 

Q R S T U V W X Y Z
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Hey,  diddle,  diddle

The  cat  and  the  fiddle

The  cow  jumped  over  the  moon

The  little  dog  laughed

To  see  such  sport

And  the  dish  ran  away  with  the  spoon

cat

cow
moon

dog laugh
spoon

fiddle

dish
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Humpty  Dumpty  sat  on  a  wall

Humpty  Dumpty  had  a  great  fall

All  the  king’s  horses

And  all  the  king’s  men

Couldn’t  put  Humpty  together  again

egg (Humpty)

horse soldier (men)

fall

fix (together)
can’t

sat
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Jack  and  Jill  went  up  the  hill 

To  fetch  a  pail  of  water 

Jack  fell  down 

And  broke  his  crown 

  And  Jill  came  tumbling  after

hurt head (broke crown)

get (fetch)
water

fall

tumble

travel (went up)

Little  Boy  Blue,  come,  blow  your  horn 

The  sheep’s  in  the  meadow 

The  cow’s  in  the  corn 

Where’s  the  little  boy  who  looks  after  the  sheep? 

Under  the  haystack,  fast  asleep!
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Little  Miss  Muffet 

Sat  on  a  tuffet 

Eating  her  curds  and  whey

Along  came  a  spider

Who  sat  down  beside  her 

And  frightened  Miss  Muffet  away

short (little)
sat

eat

leave (away)

spider scared (frightened)©
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This  little  piggy  went  to  market 

This  little  piggy  stayed  home

This  little  piggy  had  roast  beef

This  little  piggy  had  none

This  little  piggy  cried, 

“Wee,  wee,  wee!”

All  the  way  home

pig

home

eat (had)

meat (beef )

none

market

arrive (all the way)

Limit one NCAP package 
per childcare center

Now your childcare center has the opportunity to enhance revenues and strengthen its competitive position by developing its reputation as 
a signing resource in your area. The Northlight Childcare Advantage Program (NCAP) was designed and developed for childcare centers that 
recognize the significant benefits obtained by incorporating an American Sign Language (ASL) program into their regular curricula. NCAP gives 
you the resources, tools and support to facilitate a quality signing program utilizing the products and services of Sign2Me.

Incorporating signs into your program does not require learning American Sign Language in it’s entirety. Educators use simple signs like “More,” 
“Eat,” and “Milk,” while they speak to their children. By using signs to reinforce key spoken words, educators provide children with messages both 
aurally and visually, which helps them focus their attention and strengthen their understanding of words and concepts.

Why use ASL signs?
	 •	Builds common foundation for third most popular language in the U.S. 
	 •	Reduces	noise	levels	
	 •	Minimizes	stress	and	frustration	for	children	and	staff		
	 •	Significantly	reduces	aggression,	biting,	and	hitting	problems	
	 •	Demonstrates	that	your	facility	promotes	child	development	
	 •	Accelerates	verbal	communication	
	 •	Improves	integration	between	diverse	populations

®

®

$9900
$27500  Value
plus shipping 
& handling

®

For more information visit us at : 
www.sign2me.com 
or call us toll free: 
877-SIGN2ME

“Basic memBership package” iNcLUDes:
SigN with your BABy®: Complete Learning Kit DVD (or VHS)

5 Quick Reference Guides
Linda Stoler: Lullabies for Language and Learning CD

Lesson Plan 1: Empathy Signs
Reminder Series Posters

Children’s Apron
25% OFF all future purchases

$15900
$57500  Value
plus shipping 
& handling

Exploring Values

Lesson 1: Empathy

Exploring Values

Lesson 1: Empathy

Exploring Values

Lesson 2: Generosity

Exploring Values

Lesson 2: Generosity
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Exploring Values Lesson 2: Developing Generosity

Introduction

 

an overview of the vocabulary and suggestions on how to model the signs appropriately.

 

and developmental concepts for this lesson.

 

 

Although making copies of our copyrighted materials is generally illegal without first obtaining the proper 

written permission from us, in this case you do have our permission to distribute copies of the vocabulary 

sheet to parents to help them with this lesson.

 

 

 

Objectives for this Lesson

Children will…
 

-

ing an understanding of generosity and a willingness to share with others.

 

 

-

nity to use new vocabulary in context.

 

Key Concepts

Although babies, toddlers and young children may not possess all the developmental readiness to fully 

understand and apply the concepts related to sharing, they can be taught how to share on a basic level in 

many of their daily life experiences.  The things that are important to a child as they go through their daily 

routines center around things as basic as food, toys, and contact with nurturing adults.  This lesson builds on 

the willingness of children to share food and toys by identifying when, where and how to share items of im-

portance.  The concept of sharing is often forced upon a child when they are confronted by a playmate who 

tries to take an item by force, creating a conflict.  However, with this NCAP lesson plan using daily situations 

where there is a need to share or take turns, you will be able to pair spoken words with signs that reinforce 

sharing and turn taking.  By offering signs that represent these concepts or actions, a child may develop 

the ability to communicate their wants, needs and observations in sign, averting the ever-present conflict 

that occurs when one child infringes upon another child.  Many early childhood educators report that the 
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Developing Generosity

Introduction: About This Lesson, Exploring Values

This is the second lesson plan of a five-part series on exploring values with children using American Sign  

Language signs.  It has been prepared to assist you as you continue to include ASL vocabulary in your daily  

routines and interactions with the children in your care.  Please feel free to continue to use what works best for 

you!  However, you may find that this lesson plan and future offerings of supportive teaching materials will add 

a new dimension to your current curriculum.  If you are new to including signing in your curriculum and daily  

routines, this lesson plan is designed to help you quickly add a fun and meaningful activity that meets your needs.

There are many ways to introduce and reinforce the effective use of ASL vocabulary to empower early effective 

communication between adults, babies and young children.  We are pleased that you have selected our SIGN 

with your BABY® program as the core content for your program.  To help you as you develop your curriculum, 

this lesson plan offers you outlines that follow a logical and concise progression of appropriate ASL vocabulary 

and developmentally appropriate activities.

The lesson provides multi-sensory learning activities designed to pique the interest of adult learners while ac-

tively engaging your youngest participants.  Written to combine information sharing, movement, music, prac-

tice, review, and independent learning opportunities, these tools will help you meet the needs of a diverse group 

of learners.  The content and activities can be used immediately with or without extensive preparation.  However, 

with some creative organization and minimal modification you can use any of the information in the lesson plan 

with teachers, medical personnel, therapists and parents.  With your imagination, the possibilities are limitless!

This lesson provides learning objectives, ASL vocabulary, learning activities, music suggestions, and a handout 

of fully illustrated sign vocabulary.  It also follows consistent formatting, with icons that help you find the core 

content quickly.

Icons:

Key Content

PMU! Song Activity

Sign Vocabulary

You can quickly scan the lesson for the following sections: 

Introduction:  Provides the teacher with a road map for conducting the session. 

Objectives:  Provides an overview on why the lesson is presented and what the lesson hopes to accomplish. 
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The two �at “O” hands tap their �ngertips together 

several times.

More

Tap the closed “A” hand on the elbow several times. 

This mimics the original baker’s way of splitting up 

sheets of crackers. 

Cracker

Starting at your chest with a “C” hand and palm in, 

move downward as if showing the passage to the 

stomach.

Hungry

The �at “O” hand taps the mouth several times.

Eat/Food

With a closed “5” hand at your chest and palm in, 

make a circular motion.

Please

Starting at your mouth with a closed “5” hand and 

palm in, bring your hand forward and down ending 

at an angle in front of your chest.

Thank You

The claw hand, held on its side, squeezes into the “S” 

hand several times, as if milking a cow.

Milk
Move the right closed “5” hand palm in, back and 

forth with a double movement as it rests on the 

pointer of the left closed “5” hand.

Share

Exploring Values   

Lesson 2: Developing Generosity
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Welcome to the 

Northlight Childcare 

Advantage Program

Welcome to the 

Northlight Childcare 

Advantage Program

Welcome to the Northlight Childcare Advantage Program

Welcome to the Northlight Childcare Advantage Program

Exploring ValuesLesson 1: Empathy Exploring ValuesLesson 1: Empathy

Best
Value
72%
OFF

What are the benefits of an NCAP membership?
	 •	Members-only product discounts on the products produced by Sign2Me
	 •	Special	“Getting	Started”	package
	 •	Access	to	marketing	tools	and	materials	
	 •	Web	site	listing	of	your	center(s)	in	the	Northlight	Childcare	Facilities	Locator	
   (with purchase of the “Complete Package”)
	 •	Unlimited	brochures	featuring	online	store	coupon	codes	
	 •	Access	to	our	Instructors’’	Network	to	assist	you	in	training	staff	and	families
	 •	Opportunities	to	participate	in	special	promotions	throughout	the	year	
	 •	Potential	opportunities	to	test	new	products	before	their	release

20090320
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Fun Rhymes for Learning Signs

Lyrics

When we wake up in the mornin’

We can comb our hair, comb our hair

When we wake up in the mornin’ we can comb our hair

And get ready for a brand new day

When we wake up in the mornin’

We can eat some food, eat some food 

When we wake up in the mornin’ we can eat some food

And get ready for a brand new day

When we wake up in the mornin’

We can brush our teeth, brush our teeth

When we wake up in the mornin’ we can brush our teeth

And get ready for a brand new day 

When we wake up in the mornin’

We can put on our clothes, put on our clothes

When we wake up in the mornin’ we can put on our clothes

And get ready for a brand new day

Ready oooooo

Ready ahhhhh

Ready for a brand new day

When we wake up in the mornin’

I can give you a hug, give you a hug

When we wake up in the mornin’ I can give you a hug

Then we’re ready for a brand new day

Yes we’re ready for a brand new day

Now we’re ready for a brand new day

Activity Overview

This activity encourages children to use their hands to mimic familiar  

daily activities: eating, dressing, hugging, combing hair, and brushing 

teeth. Note that the “Comb Hair” sign is relative to the hair of the signer. 

Long hair would dictate long strokes. But don’t worry if your little ones 

don’t have hair yet—or teeth—it’s still great fun to pretend. As children 

begin to express themselves through signs, it truly is a Brand New Day.

Notes from Joseph

Sign for “Morning”

The sign for “Morning,” illustrated under Suggested Signs, is 

an artistic ASL sign that portrays the rising sun. It’s perfectly appropriate 

to use this sign in the context of a song like “Brand New Day.” However, in 

a typical ASL conversation, the alternate sign for “Morning,” provided for 

reference purposes under Additional Signs, would normally be used. 

Signs for “New” and “Day”

The signs for “New” and “Day” are provided under Additional Signs for  

anyone wanting to assist verbal language development by simultane-

ously reinforcing the spoken words “New” and “Day” with their ASL signs. 

However, in this song and in normal ASL conversation, the suggested 

sign for “Go forward into the day” reflects a more accurate ASL approach 

to communicating the idea of getting ready for a new day. 

Track 1

Brand New Day

Activity Signs 

Brand New Day

W

ake Up

M

orning

Comb Hair

Eat

Bru
sh Teath

Put on Clothes

Hug

Ready

Go Forward (in the day)

SIGN with your BABY 

author, Joseph Garcia, signs ‘Wake Up!”

M

orning New

Day

Additional 

Signs

This Enhanced Music CD contains:

20 Original Songs

Video Instruction and Demonstration

Link to Downloadable Activity Guidebook (Adobe PDF)  

Featuring:

 21 Song Activities Plans

 More than 200 American Sign Language Signs

 Sign Language tips from the author  

 of SIGn with your BABy™
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Created, Produced and Distributed by Sign2Me a division of Northlight Communications, Inc. Mukilteo, Washington, USA  

Copyright © 2009, Northlight Communications, Inc. All rights reserved, Unauthorized duplication ia a violation of applicable laws.
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Enhanced Music CD Inside






From the award winning team that brought you SIGn with your BABy™ 

comes an extraordinary music CD and companion Activity Guide for  

introducing American Sign Language (ASL) vocabulary to young children 

and adults. This joyful and surprisingly hip collection of 20 original songs  

provides a unique opportunity for educators, parents, caregivers and young  

children (ages 7 months to 7 years and older) to have fun while learning ASL signs!

Developed for Hearing Children, Educators and Parents


Fun Songs for Learning A

SL Signs

i L i L
LL

20 Original Songs with 

Downloadable Activity Guide Book

  

Fun Songs for Learning

ASL Signs

Learn 200+  
American Sign Language Signs

Lyrics

When we wake up in the mornin’
We can comb our hair, comb our hair
When we wake up in the mornin’ we can comb our hair
And get ready for a brand new day

When we wake up in the mornin’
We can eat some food, eat some food 
When we wake up in the mornin’ we can eat some food
And get ready for a brand new day

When we wake up in the mornin’
We can brush our teeth, brush our teeth
When we wake up in the mornin’ we can brush our teeth
And get ready for a brand new day 

When we wake up in the mornin’
We can put on our clothes, put on our clothes
When we wake up in the mornin’ we can put on our clothes
And get ready for a brand new day

Ready oooooo
Ready ahhhhh
Ready for a brand new day

When we wake up in the mornin’
I can give you a hug, give you a hug
When we wake up in the mornin’ I can give you a hug
Then we’re ready for a brand new day
Yes we’re ready for a brand new day
Now we’re ready for a brand new day

Activity Overview
This activity encourages children to use their hands to mimic familiar  
daily activities: eating, dressing, hugging, combing hair, and brushing 
teeth. Note that the “Comb Hair” sign is relative to the hair of the signer. 
Long hair would dictate long strokes. But don’t worry if your little ones 
don’t have hair yet—or teeth—it’s still great fun to pretend. As children 
begin to express themselves through signs, it truly is a Brand New Day.

Notes from Joseph
Sign for “Morning”
The sign for “Morning,” illustrated under Suggested Signs, is 
an artistic ASL sign that portrays the rising sun. It’s perfectly appropriate 
to use this sign in the context of a song like “Brand New Day.” However, in 
a typical ASL conversation, the alternate sign for “Morning,” provided for 
reference purposes under Additional Signs, would normally be used. 

Signs for “New” and “Day”
The signs for “New” and “Day” are provided under Additional Signs for  
anyone wanting to assist verbal language development by simultane-
ously reinforcing the spoken words “New” and “Day” with their ASL signs. 
However, in this song and in normal ASL conversation, the suggested 
sign for “Go forward into the day” reflects a more accurate ASL approach 
to communicating the idea of getting ready for a new day. 

Track 1

Brand New Day
Activity Signs 

Brand New Day

Wake Up
Morning

Comb Hair

Eat
Brush Teath

Put on Clothes

Hug

Ready

Go Forward (in the day)

SIGN with your BABY 
author, Joseph Garcia, signs ‘Wake Up!”

Morning
New

Day

Additional 
Signs

Day
Wake Up

Morning

Eat

Hug

Go Forward (in the d
ay)
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We can comb our hair, comb our hair
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And get ready for a brand new dayWhen we wake up in the mornin’

We can eat some food, eat some food 

When we wake up in the mornin’ we can eat some foo

And get ready for a brand new dayWhen we wake up in the mornin’

We can brush our teeth, brush our teeth

When we wake up in the mornin’ we can brush our teet

And get ready for a brand new day When
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From the award winning team that brought you SIGN with your BABY™ comes an 

extraordinary music CD and companion Activity Guide for introducing American Sign 

Language (ASL) vocabulary to young children. This joyful and surprisingly hip col-

lection of 20 original songs provides a unique opportunity for educators, parents, 

caregivers and young children (ages 7 months to 7 years and older) to have fun while 

learning ASL signs!
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ASL Signs

Learn 200+ American Sign Language Signs  
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“cOmpLete  memBership package”  iNcLUDes:
SigN with your BABy®: Complete Learning Kit DVD (or VHS)
15 Quick Reference Guides
Linda Stoler: Lullabies for Language and Learning CD
Lesson Plan 1: Empathy Signs
Lesson Plan 2: Generosity Signs
Reminder Series Posters
2 Children’s Aprons
Li’L Pick Me Up! Music & Activity Guide
Beginning Series Flash Card Set
Nursery Rhyme Posters
Your facility listed on out web site
35% OFF all future purchases

Using ASL in your Childcare Centers
Choose the right membership package for your Center


